
St. James’ additional learning ideas by subject 

Drama 

Drama is a great way to get away from the screen for a while, but still practice core skills. Here are some 

activity ideas: 

KS1 

 Dress up to create a character of your own. Where do they live? What do they like to do? Role play with 

family or your toys as your very own character. 

KS2 

 Create your own film, you could do this with your family, toys or make characters such as puppets. You 

may want to create a script for your epic film first to make sure your story has a great plot.  

All ages 

 Make your own puppets and then put on endless puppet shows. You could make your puppets a 

number of ways: 

- Old socks? Transform them into puppets by following these instructions 

- Turn toilet roll cardboard can become amazing puppets click here 

- Make mini finger puppets with felt or old material click here 

 Have a go at playing these games with some members of your family 

- ‘Move like…’ -2+ players- 1 player comes up with different characters, they could be from a film, book, 

animals. They then say “Move like…” and fill in the gaps such as “Move like Harry Potter” or “Move like a 

snake through sand”. The more specific you are the funnier it is! The rest of the players have to use facial 

expressions, body language, movement and voice to become that character. You can take it in turns 

to call out suggestions and to act. 

- Charades- 2+ players- Choose a player to start the game. The player thinks of a book title, a famous 

person's name, a movie title or a song title to act out. The player then acts out the word or phrase he's 

chosen to the other players. 

Here are some common clues used in charades: 

o To indicate a book, pretend to read a book. 

o To indicate a song, pretend to sing. 

o To indicate a movie, pretend to crank an old movie camera. 

o To indicate the number of words, hold up that many fingers. (Then hold up one finger before 

acting the first word, two fingers before the second, and so on.) 

o To act out a word that rhymes with the word you want players to guess, first tug on your ear to 

say "sounds like." 

           The first person to guess the word or phrase gets a point. 

- Posing Pictures- 2+ players- Create a freeze frame with other players showing a funny picture as a group 

of characters such as dinosaurs, fish or even from books. For example, you could pose as monkeys for a 

family photo or as Little Red Riding Hood finding the wolf as her Grandma. 

 

Design and Technology 

1. Design your own paper aeroplane. See which design travels the furthest. Challenge someone at home 

to a contest. This website gives you a database of different creations and attributes for each one, along 

with a range in difficulty. https://www.foldnfly.com/#/1-1-1-1-1-1-1-1-2 

  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1Nh0n2LcU7I
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FuDx5ivJQNI
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=E_PTSn-jDcg
https://www.foldnfly.com/%23/1-1-1-1-1-1-1-1-2


2. At home, do you and your parents constantly misplace items? Why not use something you already 

have at home to design something that will help organise those belongings that always go walkabout. 

Look at this keyholder made using lego. 

 

3.  It’s time for you to have your own bake off. Find a recipe, maybe one you haven’t cooked before and 

then get people at home to evaluate your baking skills. What did you do well? What could have been 

done better? Try it the following week, after your feedback, was it improved? You could have a contest 

between you and your family. 

  

4. When you grow up, what is your dream job? Your task is to create a brand new uniform for that job. If 

you want to be a policeman, is there another way they could stand out from the crowd? How can a 

doctor get from patient to patient quicker? Think about both their uniform and the equipment they 

could need. 

 

Computing 

All ages – Get out and about and start snapping. When out on a walk or in your garden, use a camera to take 

photos of nature and man-made objects. Take photos from different angles and from different perspectives. 

Take photos from up high and from down low – zoom in and out.  

All ages – Use google maps to look at your local area. Plan out a new local walk for you and your family. What 

will you see along your walk? Can you create a map of your walk? 

 

Maths 

The key message is that Maths is everywhere! Cooking, shopping, money, packing things into bags and boxes, 

planning a journey… even the buildings all around you.  The harder you search, the more you will see.  In fact, I 

wonder how much Maths you can see just from looking out of your window...   

Here are some engaging and interesting ways to experiment with Maths at home: 

 Cooking - An absolute ‘go-to’ for contextualising Maths!  From reading, interpreting and converting 

different weights using recipes, measuring ingredients, using time for putting food in the oven, sharing 

food into equal parts (division and fractions) to even understanding how to batch cook (multiplication 

and adding), cooking really does use so much Maths.  The best bit is that you get to eat what you have 

made once you have finished!  Please ensure you are supervised by an adult when cooking. 

 Board games – Snakes and Ladders, Monopoly, card games like ‘Rummy’ and ‘Bridge’, Chess, Ludo, 

Scrabble - the list could go on.  You name it, Maths is in it.  These games will also often use problem 

solving and procedural thinking, key ‘real-life’ skills to be learning.  Oh and they’re great fun, too! 



 Budgeting – Is there anything you really want to save for?  No matter how big or little, expensive or 

cheap, devising a plan and working out how much you will need to save and for how long is a fantastic 

life skill to be learning (regardless of whether you actually manage to save for it or not!). 

 Talk about time - Read different styles of clocks, understand what time you need to leave the house to 

collect shopping, plan your day or see if you can work out how long something should take. 

 Talk about the patterns, shape and size of objects – feel free to order the objects, too! 

 Collect information - Create a tally chart, for example to find out the family’s favourite animal or fruit 

etc. 

 Make patterns with objects, colouring pencils, paint or Play-Doh and build structures with Lego or boxes. 

 Talk about numbers in sport - How many points does your team need to avoid relegation or win the 

league? You could look at the table and calculate averages.  How many 

goals/tries/conversions/points/runs has your team scored this season? 

 Use newspapers and real-life problems - Talk to about percentages in special offers, the probability in 

the weather reports, the length of TV shows and compare the salaries in the jobs section.  Look at 

statistics and understand trends.  Increase your awareness of the world around you. 

https://www.familymathstoolkit.org.uk/activities-for-children - This website is full of brilliant ideas.  Helpfully, they 

are categorised into different ages and types of activities. 

 

 

Art 

Cave Paintings - Cave paintings were One of the first recorded forms of art and still inspire us today. Have a go 

at creating your very own cave paintings using what you have at home: coffee, water and paper!  

 
  

Sculpture - Create temporary sculptures with household items and use them as a drawing inspiration. You may 

even want to try to recreate your sculptures with other materials like this paper clay recipe! 

https://www.familymathstoolkit.org.uk/activities-for-children


 

How to make paper clay 

Step 1 - Gather your supplies 

- Small pieces of paper        - large bowl         - cold water       - flour         – salt 

- OPTIONAL a blender/mixer 

 

Step 2 Make cut up Paper 

Begin by ripping all your old used paper. Using shredded paper is a wonderful upcycling technique. 

 

Step 3 Fill a Bowl with Paper & cold Water 

Mix the water and shredded paper up thoroughly and make sure it is fully covered and able to saturate the 

shredded paper. 

 

Step 4 Leave overnight (or for a few hours) 

Your mixture won’t look much different the next day... but the paper should now be softer 

 

OPTIONAL Step 5 Blend with a hand blender or similar (parent job!) 

A hand blender is great or you can use an electric mixer as well. Pulp up the paper with the blender. 

Step 6 Squeeze out excess water 

Step 7 Add some flour and salt to your paper pulp mixture 

Step 8 use your mixture to make a sculpture! Leave to dry for as long as possible 

Step 9 you could even paint it! 

 

 Natural Art - Andy Goldsworthy, is an excellent example of an artist who is not only inspired by nature but 

creates art using natural materials. His land art sculptures are intentionally temporary and left in their 

environment. Goldsworthy is inspired by all aspects of the natural world, including snowflakes, twigs, icicles, 



reeds, tree roots, and rocks. He has said that his goal is to understand nature by becoming a part of it.  

J 

You can take inspiration from Andy Goldsworthy's art to make your own! Use found materials - your goal is not 

to interrupt nature's processes by picking plants and flowers, but to use what you can find on the ground, like 

branches, thorns, leaves, etc.  

 

You can make any kind of art you want. Goldsworthy typically make sculptures, but you can create natural 

collages on the grass, weave branches and fallen bark, or follow the artist's example and create a rock 

sculpture. 

 

Try picking up loose objects that look interesting to you. All you have to do to be inspired by nature is to look 

around! 

 

Advertise - create a poster to advertise for a virtual art fayre! Who is attending? are there any famous artists? 

How much do the tickets cost? Make it as eye catching as possible to curable the attention of your readers! 

 

History/Geography 

Activity 1 

Find the NEW seven wonders of the world on google maps and have a look around! 

 Wonders of the world:https://www.britannica.com/list/new-seven-wonders-of-the-world 

 Google maps:https://www.google.co.uk/maps 

 360 views of all wonders:https://mymodernmet.com/new-seven-wonders-of-the-world-daily-360/ 

 KS1 activity ideas 

 Draw the seven wonders. 

 Plot the seven wonders on a map of the world (please find below a KS1 map and a KS2 map). 

 Create a poster with all the seven wonders on. 

  

KS2 activity ideas 

 Write a descriptive paragraph about your favourite wonder of the world. 

https://www.britannica.com/list/new-seven-wonders-of-the-world
https://www.google.co.uk/maps
https://mymodernmet.com/new-seven-wonders-of-the-world-daily-360/


 Plot the seven wonders on a map of the world (please find below a KS1 map and a KS2 map). 

 Use Skyscanner (https://www.skyscanner.net0) to work out the cost to visit each of the seven wonders 

on an around the world trip, if you were starting and finishing in London.  

  

KS1 map  

 

  

KS2 map  

 

Activity 2 

Create a map of your local area. You should create a key to help people understand the symbols in your map.  

 Green level (KS1): Make a map of your street. 

https://www.skyscanner.net0/


 

 Amber level (KS1/KS2): Make a map of your estate/area/postcode. 

 

 

 Red level (KS2): Make a map of your town.  



 

 If you want to be creative – have a go at creating an artistic interpretation of a famous city or your own 

town - see below!  



 

 

 Use this key inspiration to help you create a key for your map: 



 

Activity 3 

Make a timeline of your favourite person in the world. This can be someone famous or this can be someone you 

know.  

Step 1 – Research 

 Research your person either online or in-person/over the phone. 

 Make a list of all the information you come across. 

 Step 2 – Organise your information 

 Put your information into chronological order. 

o What is chronological order? Watch this video! 

https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/topics/zhk82hv/articles/zydsb82 

 Step 3 – Fill in your timeline with your information 

KS1 - Draw a line through a piece of paper (see below) and add in your information. How can you make your 

writing interesting to look at and read? Can you use colour, font or size to help?  

https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/topics/zhk82hv/articles/zydsb82


 

KS2 – See below some interesting layouts for a timeline – can you come up with something creative? 

 

 

Step 4 – Illustrate your timeline  

Draw images to make your timeline exciting to look at and read!  

Step 5 – Admire your creation! 😊  

 

 

 

 

 

 



MUSIC 

EYFS: 

Create homemade instruments with household items 

Creating instruments together can be a fun activity and the instruments can then be used to explore different 

aspects of music. 

Try creating shakers by using pasta and rice in empty bottles. 

You could also try using bottles either with filled with varying degrees of water or empty and scraping them with 

spoons or twigs to make sounds, or just upturned pans and colanders. 

        

Build on the anticipation in songs 

Anticipation can be a key aspect in music, for example listening to, hear what is going to happen next as a 

piece of music builds. 

Examples of building anticipation musically with children are apparent in many traditional songs and games 

such as  Round and Round the Garden - the anticipation is created by slowly speaking the words "one step, 

two steps" accompanied with the activity ending with the tickling given by the adult. 

You can explore anticipation by playing vocally with your child and use movement to accompany this, e.g., 

start with your hands together and gradually move them apart whilst accompanying this movement with a 

vocal sound, keep moving the vocals as you move your hands apart and end this game by bringing your 

hands back together to clap. 

Once you have introduced this you can then wait for your child to clap and end the game so that they have 

the power to build up and release the tension, building excitement and anticipation. 

All of this can be done through the use of sound and without the need to speak or use words. 

You can explore the website below for other inspiring ideas on music for Early Years. 

https://classroom.thenational.academy/subjects-by-key-stage/early-years-foundation-stage/subjects/music 

  

  

Key stage 1: 

Make your own simple guitar 

Using tissue boxes, shoe boxes without the lids or fruit punnets you can create a string-type instrument. 

Use the box for the base of the instrument and take four to six rubber bands. Wrap the rubber bands around 

the base, the long way, and make sure there is space between the rubber bands. Experiment with ways of 

making sounds with the bands. 

Also try using small pieces of sandpaper wound round a finger of each hand to rub together and create 

sounds. 

https://classroom.thenational.academy/subjects-by-key-stage/early-years-foundation-stage/subjects/music


  

Try using household items to make instruments. 

   

  

Think about and use the sounds of daily life 

Together with your child you could explore the sounds heard on different journeys. 

For example: 

 What does the journey to the park sound like – what may we hear on the way? 

 A journey around a supermarket will involve a range of different sounds. 

 A journey to school, whether by foot, by bus or in a car will also involve a range of sounds. 

Listen out for sounds on journeys with your child and think about how these sounds could be recreated at 

home? 

You could make a piece of music together that represents different types of journeys that you make. 

Are there any surprises on your journey and what may this sound like? 

Invite your child to draw a journey and then play this journey by using body percussion, vocals and sound 

makers in the home. 

  

You can explore the website below for other inspiring ideas on music for Year 1 and 2. 

https://classroom.thenational.academy/subjects-by-key-stage/key-stage-1/subjects/music 

  

Key stage 2: 

Use drawing to think about music 

Drawing to sounds and music can be a lovely listening activity, you can invite your child to ‘dance with their 

hands’ whilst using their crayons, pencils, felt tips, paint brushes, encouraging them to listen to the music and 

respond to the music through their visual art. 

You can explore this with different types of music – watch your child, do the contrasting sections affect how 

they draw or paint? 

Experiment with different types of music, does your child have a preference for pieces of music to draw/paint 

to? 

   

https://classroom.thenational.academy/subjects-by-key-stage/key-stage-1/subjects/music


You can explore the website below for other inspiring ideas on music for Year 3,4,5 and 6. 

https://classroom.thenational.academy/subjects-by-key-stage/key-stage-2/subjects/music 

 

 

 

Science Ideas  

 

1. Bug hotels 

 

 

 

Children could use recycling materials to make a bug hotel for the outdoors. Check out the link for question 

and additional resources. 

 

https://outdoorclassroomday.org.uk/resource/tin-can-bug-hotel/ 

 

For KS2, this could be extended to a bug hunt that evolves into a sorting and classifying activity; with children 

choosing their own sorting criteria: 

 

https://classroom.thenational.academy/subjects-by-key-stage/key-stage-2/subjects/music
https://outdoorclassroomday.org.uk/resource/tin-can-bug-hotel/


 

Children could create a fact file for an invertebrate after carry on out additional research. 

 

2. Bird watching 

 

Take part in the RSPB’s bird watching week. Spot birds in the garden using the resources they provide and 

feedback on the website to take part! 

 

https://www.rspb.org.uk/fun-and-learning/for-families/family-wild-challenge/activities/ 

 

 

 

 

https://www.rspb.org.uk/fun-and-learning/for-families/family-wild-challenge/activities/


 

3. Bark rubbing 

 

Children complete a bark rubbing activity – for KS1 children this could be a stand alone activity – for KS2 this 

could evolve with cross-curricular links to a piece if art like a woodland collage or even to writing poems. 

 

https://www.woodlandtrust.org.uk/blog/2019/11/tree-bark-crafts/ 

 

 

RE  

  

https://www.woodlandtrust.org.uk/blog/2019/11/tree-bark-crafts/


 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 



 

 

 NATRE (National Association for teachers of RE) have pulled together some free online resources from 

different providers, including BBC My Life, My Religion  and BBC Bitesize videos. The website also 

contains home learning materials covering different religions for each key stage, including some new 

ones since the summer lockdown. 

 

This is the NATRE resource that includes free online resources/video clips, separated out in to Key Stage to 

support home learning.  

 

 The Spirited Arts 2021 competition has just been launched with some interesting themes, including ‘We 

have far more in common with each other than that which divides us,’ ‘God’s Good Earth?’ and 

‘Where is God?’ Obviously you can’t rely on parents to have lots of art materials available at home, but 

pencil sketches can be just as effective as elaborate collages. The gallery of past winners is a good 

source of inspiration.   

 RE:quest has a wide range of videos and resources  for teaching Christianity. (The website is overtly 

Christian but with Easter fast approaching it could provide you with some really valuable 

resources/support/ideas). 

 Truetube is also a good source of RE and PHSE videos, mainly for UKS2 and secondary age groups. They 

have a useful calendar with links to relevant resources. 

 The Oak National Academy have a series of KS1 lessons on Judaism and a wide range of KS2 

resources – some are excellent, but you will need to view them first and see if they’re suitable for your 

children. 

 

 

 

 

https://www.natre.org.uk/about-natre/free-resources-for-you-and-your-pupils/
https://stjamesprimarycofe.sharepoint.com/:b:/s/SharedArea/EbRUXcs5WPxAvcrQf7P3u1EByR-ReIHHsgnx4kZishfTiA?e=pzbvtc
https://www.natre.org.uk/about-natre/projects/spirited-arts/spirited-arts-2020/%20-
https://request.org.uk/
https://www.truetube.co.uk/
https://classroom.thenational.academy/subjects-by-key-stage/key-stage-1/subjects/religious-education
https://classroom.thenational.academy/subjects-by-key-stage/key-stage-2/subjects/religious-education
https://classroom.thenational.academy/subjects-by-key-stage/key-stage-2/subjects/religious-education


English 

  Make yourself a reading den – blankets, cushions, tents, upside down sofas, sheets over an upside 

down chair,a cardboard box– anything you like can be built into your very own reading den. You could 

share it with your brothers or sisters or keep it for your very own special space to curl up and read a 

book. 

 

 Play ‘Would you rather?’ with your family to practice your talking and debating skills - would you rather 

take on 100 horse sized ducks or 100 duck sized horses? Would you rather eat cheese or chocolate and 

nothing else for the rest of your life? Would you rather have X ray vision or supersonic hearing? You get 

the idea! 

 

 Write a letter to a neighbour or relative – get your mum or dad to check that it’s ok to send it but 

everyone loves a letter through the letterbox. Ask them how they are and tell them what you have 

been doing in lockdown. You could draw a picture to go with it. 

 

 Make up your own secret code – send a coded message to your mum or dad and see if they can work 

out your code. You could use pictures instead of letters or turn words or letters upside down 

 

 

 

 


